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REMINDER
The ICAP Grant is still available!  
$1,000 for the purchase of loss 
control and risk management 
materials has been allocated 
for every ICAP member.  If your         
entity hasn’t applied for the grant 
yet, those funds are still waiting 
for you.  Visit www.icapiowa.com/
grant to complete an online ap-
plication today!
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  More Benefit!
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Have you seen our free monthly printables?  They are 

posted on the blog each month.  Download a copy now!
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NEWS & EVENTS

SAFETY RECALL!
Playworld Systems, Inc. has recalled stainless steel 
playground slides due to an amputation hazard. 
The recalled slides are made of stainless steel and 
have both single and double bedways.  If your 
entity has such a slide, you should immediately 
discontinue  its use and block public access to 
the recalled slides.  Contact Playworld for a free 
replacement slide and free installation.  A tempo-
rary barrier will be shipped to consumers to pre-
vent children from using the slide.  

Click to read more about the recall!
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Agent Academy (Part I)

May 11, 2017

Memorial Day

May 29, 2017

ICAP Board Meeting  

June 8-9, 2017

Independence Day (ICAP offices closed)  

July 4, 2017

City/County Managers Summer Conf.

July 12-13, 2017

Iowa Municipal Professionals’ Institute

July 17-21, 2017

ICAP’s Educational Summit

July 19, 2017
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MOTHERS’ DAY

MEMORIAL DAY
(ICAP offices closed)

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/57053322f85082aac8d940ad/t/58ff9c85ff7c50cd6e798a28/1493146759326/MAY+Printable.pdf
mailto:https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls/2017/Playworld-Recalls-Stainless-Steel-Playground-Slides%23%3B?subject=The%202017%20ICAP-IMWCA%20Calendar
http://www.icapiowa.com
https://www.icapiowa.com/agent-collaboration
https://www.icapiowa.com/events/
https://www.icapiowa.com/the-board-2/
http://www.icapiowa.com/event/?view=calendar&month=January-2017
https://www.icapiowa.com/events/?view=calendar&month=July-2017
https://www.icapiowa.com/events/?view=calendar&month=July-2017
https://www.icapiowa.com/education
https://www.icapiowa.com/theblog/2017/3/14/when-that-snow-finally-melts-get-outside
http://www.iowacounties.org/meetings-and-events/spring-school-of-instruction/
mailto:https://static1.squarespace.com/static/57053322f85082aac8d940ad/t/58ff9c85ff7c50cd6e798a28/1493146759326/MAY%2BPrintable.pdf?subject=
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RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
AND YOUR PUBLIC ENTITY

THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW 
By ICAP’s Local Administrative Team

read to find out!

wind.  solar.  hydro.  and more.
These, among others, are renewable sources of energy - sources that are eco-friendly and reliable.

They are widely available and, because they do not use fossil fuel, cause little in the way of pollution.  

These factors, coupled with the significant cost saving benefits such energy sources can have (over traditional fossil         
fuels), make them highly desirable for individuals and organizations alike.

So why is it many municipalities do not use renewable sources of energy?  How can they go about doing so?  And what 
does it mean if they do?  

Let’s start with the basics.

Look familiar?  

Wind turbines dot much of the 
landscape across Western Iowa, but 

the majority are privately owned. 

How about this?  

Work on the Red Rock Hydroelectric 
Project started in 2014.  This will 

be the second largest hydroelectric 
plant in the state!

And this?  

Shown is the second solar panel 
display to be installed in Johnson 
County, a longtime ICAP member!

Johnson county recently
installed solar panels 
on county properties. 
how did they do it?

read on or click to learn more!

http://www.icapiowa.com
http://www.icapiowa.com/todd-christiansen
http://www.johnson-county.com/dept_sustainabilty.aspx?id=18906


Why aren’t renewable sources of energy more 
commonly used by municipalities?

From many perspectives, use of a renewable energy 

source makes economic sense for municipalities.  With 

tighter budgets, cost-saving in any form has become 

more than desirable – it’s become essential – for many 

municipalities.

Yet, despite the energy cost savings, renewable sources 

of energy can sometimes be cost prohibitive for public 

entities.  Why?

Because local governments cannot receive renewable 

energy tax credits – credits that can offset the cost to 

install and maintain the equipment necessary to harness 

renewable sources of energy.  

Without these tax credits, counties are often left to 

burden the installation and maintenance costs of such 

equipment.  This can be cost prohibitive and may offset 

the potential for any financial savings from the alternative 

source of energy.

In addition to the potential for a large financial burden that 

may result from owning such equipment, municipalities 

may also face technical and regulatory challenges related 

to renewable energy sources, making them seem even 

less feasible for municipalities that are tight on time and 

money.

But ICAP members have options.

What options? Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs), to 

start.  

In fact, in October 2015, Johnson County, a long-time 

member of the Iowa Communities Assurance Pool (ICAP), 

became the first county in Iowa to use a Power Purchase 

Agreement to fund solar photo voltaic (PV) projects when, 

in partnership with North Liberty-based Moxie Solar, it 

took its first two solar energy systems live.
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A solar power purchase agreement (PPA) 

is a financial agreement where a developer

arranges for the design, permitting,

financing and installation of a solar energy 

system on a customer’s property at little 

to no cost.  The developer sells the power

generated to the host customer at a fixed 

rate that is typically lower than the local 

utility’s retail rate.  

“

” www.seia.org

continued on p. 4

“There were many reasons 
our county wanted to do 

solar...but we recognize                          
solar energy and PPAs             

aren’t the only options.”
Becky Soglin

Johnson County Sustainability Coordinator

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/legislation/BillBook?ga=86&ba=HF570
http://www.seia.org
http://www.seia.org
http://www.icapiowa.com/todd-christiansen


“For our county, using renewables was one of five energy-

related goals our Board of Supervisors set in 2014,” Becky 

Soglin, Johnson County Sustainability Coordinator, said.  

“An opportunity presented itself sooner than anticipated, 

so they designated staff to take (it) on and we went for it.”

They “went for it” through a PPA that benefitted both 

Johnson County and Moxie Solar, making it a win-win 

situation for both parties. 

With PPAs, such is often the case.  They enable counties 

and other municipalities to partner with private sector 

companies to secure renewable sources of energy.  

The private sector benefits from tax credits, while the 

municipality/local government benefits indirectly, 

through a reduced environmental impact and savings 

passed on in the way of a lower energy cost, typically at a 

long-term fixed price.  

In addition to PPAs, there are also numerous grant 

and municipal bond programs that may benefit Iowa 

municipalities in the way of purchasing or harnessing a 

renewable source of energy, whatever that source may be.  

While a PPA was the best fit for Johnson County’s solar 

energy project, Soglin says it isn’t the only option out 

there.

“There were many reasons our county wanted to do solar, 

and a PPA made it more accessible and affordable for us, 

but we recognize solar energy and PPAs aren’t the only 

options,“ Soglin said.  “There’s no one way to achieve 

energy efficiencies or renewables.” 

If a municipality does not wish to generate energy on site, 

it can also purchase green power or renewable energy.  

Every municipality should identify its own needs and 

evaluate the best option for securing an alternative source 

of energy going forward.

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
AND YOUR PUBLIC ENTITY continued

“In some cases the upfront costs are 
too high, so the power purchase
agreement allows you to spread out 
costs over time...  IT’S AN INDIRECT WAY 
TO BUY CLEAN ENERGY.”

Becky Soglin
Johnson County Sustainability Coordinator
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http://www.johnson-county.com/dept_sustainabilty.aspx?id=10827


shown above   Johnson County’s most recent solar installment 

And then what?

Before moving forward with a project or solution, the 

municipality should discuss property and casualty 

coverage options with its ICAP underwriter or local agent. 

Both alternative energy production and facility changes 

can create new exposures.  An ICAP representative can 

work with your entity to identify what coverages may be 

available.

These projects - and all alternative energy sources -  

should be evaluated both during conceptualization and 

upon project completion.

ICAP’s Underwriting team is available to assist during 

this process.  Contact your ICAP underwriter via the ICAP 

website (www.icapiowa.com/contacticap) to request 

assistance or learn more! 

Johnson county has been an ICAP member since 2001.  The county, which is constantly 
growing and evolving, installed the first of its solar displays  - an 86 kW array at its secondary roads 
campus - in 2015.  Since then, the county has also installed the 159.6 kW array (shown above) on the 
roof of the health and human services building, and an 85.8 kW ground-mount array near the county 
administration building (shown on page 2).

Johnson County is represented by ICAP Certified

Agent, Bob Saunders, and Insurance Associates of Iowa

City, which represents eight ICAP members in the

eastern part of the state!

5www.icapiowa.com

Click to visit the County’s website and learn 

more about its solar arrays!

http://www.icapiowa.com
http://www.johnson-county.com/dept_sustainabilty.aspx?id=18906
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autonomous car*

Back to the Future?  Not necessarily.  
Autonomous vehicles are a thing of today.
Like most things, the rules of the road are changing.  They are evolving to meet the needs of society 
today - and the needs of self-driving cars.  If those aren’t on your radar yet, they should be, and there 
are many reasons why.

a vehicle that can guide itself without human 
conduction.  This kind of vehicle may pave the 
way for future systems where computers take 
over the art of driving.

*also known as a driverless car, robot car, self-driving car 
or autonomous vehicle.

www.icapiowa.com

Click to visit

www.techopedia.com 

and learn more about

autonomous vehicles!

http://www.icapiowa.com
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/30056/autonomous-car
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Actually, the first question, is, “When will we start seeing 

self-driving cars on the roads?”

We read about them being tested in California, 

Washington and Arizona, but it’s not often we see       

articles about self-driving cars in Iowa.

But, the thing is, you can find them here.  Self-driving cars 

- or autonomous vehicles - are being tested in the state.  

And roadways are being monitored and adjusted based 

on related studies.

Just last October, it was decided that a portion of Iowa’s 

Interstate 380 will be mapped for self-driving cars.

The Iowa Department of Transportation hired HERE, a 

mapping company, to create high definition, real-time, 

three-dimensional mapping of the 380 Corridor - the 

section of interstate between Cedar Rapids and Iowa City.   

Such mapping will offer real-time information, which will 

include:

• Detailed, to-the-centimeter mapping of the area;

• Predictive traffic modeling;

• Weather conditions; and

• Potential hazards and deterioration, among other 

things.

It will be incredibly comprehensive, and, layered together, 

will work to help provide data development companies 

with the information they need to provide enhancements 

to navigation systems and automated systems that will 

help increase Iowans’ safety and mobility.  After all, that’s 

the State’s primary goal with this endeavor. 

The Iowa Department of Transportation is vocal about 

wanting to improve safety and roadways for Iowans, and 

for all others traveling the roads of the state.

“There is, of course, an angle from an economic    

standpoint, but mostly it’s just our due diligence,”

Andrea Henry, of the Iowa DOT, said.  

“As a whole, we first want to provide necessary 

information to drivers, then to vehicles, so as to limit the 

potential for incident.”

And mapping of roadways and real-time information 

updates are one of the steps towards doing just that.  It’s 

why Iowa is working to attract self-driving car researchers 

to the state.

“We recognize the future of transportation is moving 

towards higher, more automated vehicles,” Henry said.  

“We already have some of this technology in our vehicles, 

and those features are getting greater and greater.  We 

recognize the need to stay ahead of that trend.”

The big question...

DID YOU KNOW?
Iowa has no legislation that regulates 

or prohibits self-driving cars.

continued on p. 8



The state has also partnered with researchers at the 

University of Iowa, where testing an autonomous vehicle 

on local roads began in July of last year.

This is done with a university-owned Volvo, which is 

helping test roads and pave the way for self-driving cars 

in the state.

Also helping in this process are virtual cities, which 

are being developed by the State of Iowa as a means 

of helping to test self-driving vehicles and mapping 

programs, which the aforementioned vehicles would 

ultimately rely on.

“The potential benefits are mind-boggling,” Henry 

stated.  “As these technologies grow and change, we’re 

learning along with everyone else.  It’s really fascinating.”

It’s a lot, right?  Iowa has a lot going on.  It’s shown a 

lot of initiative and placed a heavy foot in the field of 

autonomous vehicles.  

As states race to attract autonomous vehicle companies, 

and Iowa presses to keep pace,  you’ll see an impact - 

both directly and indirectly.

You might already have been affected, if, during the last 

couple of years, you purchased a new car.

In recent years, many car manufacturers have started 

installing new technologies into cars; these technologies 

serve to slowly orient drivers towards the idea of 

autonomous vehicles.  For example, your vehicle may be 

equipped with anti-lock brakes, adaptive cruise control, 

GPS mapping/navigation technologies, voice activated 

commands, and more.

It can be overwhelming trying to figure it out.  So much 

so, that in 2016, the University of Iowa and the National 

Safety Council, actually partnered to help educate 

Iowans  on some of the new technologies in vehicles.

And what about the impact on cities?  

That’s still to be determined.  Speculations abound 

regarding the impact autonomous vehicles might have, 

ranging from increased traffic due to safer means of 

transportation and an expanded driver population, to 

decreased traffic and increased parks and recreational 

space.

Though it’s still too early to tell what the impact of 

autonomous vehicles will be for municipalities, we do 

know one thing it can mean for you.  Let’s just say you 

might be driving the Iowa roads alongside autonomous 

vehicles before you know it. 

Autonomous Vehicles
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“The potential benefits (of 
autonomous vehicles) are mind-
boggling.  it’s really fascinating.”

Andrea Henry, Iowa Department of Transportation

continued from previous page



Police Chiefs and County Sheriffs - It’s For You!
Register for the site to gain access to invaluable policies from the Legal and Liability Risk Man-
agement Institute.  All included policies are compliant with both Iowa and federal laws.  

Member representatives can apply for portal access via the ICAP website; access to the site - 
and the many resources that come with it - will be granted once eligibility has been confirmed. 

The Law
enforcement
portal

Want to register for the site or link

to the Portal? 

CLICK HERE!

it’s live

9www.icapiowa.com

https://www.icapiowa.com/law-enforcement-portal
https://www.icapiowa.com/law-enforcement-portal
http://www.icapiowa.com


ICAP’S Educational Summit 

Space is limited. 
advance Registration is required.
Visit www.icapiowa.com/education 
or click here to reserve your seat 

no mountains in iowa?
no, but there is a summit.

July 19, 2017
Johnston, Iowa  |  Hilton Garden Inn

10 www.icapiowa.com

http://www.arpcoresourcelibrary.org
https://www.icapiowa.com/education
http://www.icapiowa.com


We host the annual Educational Summit, a one-day event, to benefit you - the pub-
lic entity representatives and local agents who want to learn more about municipal     
exposures and current trends. 

Each year, we select a topic for the event, and it’s based on current issues and claims 
on-hand. We want to help keep you up to date on what’s current - what’s “trending,” 
so to speak - and what could potentially impact you and your entity.  Our goal for the 
event is to help better educate our members - and their agents - on select exposures 
and potential causes for loss. 

This year, the theme of our event will be Technology and the impact it can have on 
public entities.  Sure, there are the every day technologies we all think of, like smart 
phones, computers and iPads, but we’re thinking bigger.  How big?  What do we 
mean?  Well, let’s take drones, massive server stations and self-driving cars, as exam-
ples.

There’s no question: technology is changing, and so, too, are day-to-day operations 
and the municipal exposures that come with them.  To help address and evaluate 
such exposures, we’re bringing in a team of outside professionals to offer compre-
hensive, engaging presentations at our 2017 event.  We’ll have specialists in the field 
discuss changing technologies; we’ll have claims representatives discuss real-world 
scenarios, in which a related loss occurred; we’ll have loss control representatives re-
view what your entity can do to help mitigate such risks; and we’ll have an underwrit-
ing team on-hand to help answer questions and offer related support.

The Educational Summit has traditionally been a members-only event; however, 
given the relevance and subject matter, coupled with the significant exposures that 
can result, we are opening registration to ICAP agents, as well.  Eligible agents who 
attend the Educational Summit will receive CE credits for their attendance, and will 
receive a discounted registration for our 2017 Agent Seminar, which will build on the 
content from this event. 

Note that space is limited, and we are expecting a full house.  Advance registration 
will be required.  Please visit www.icapiowa.com/education to reserve your seat!

Questions, comments, or requests?  Drop us a line.  www.icapiowa.com/contact.

with Presentations
offered by:

Charlie Kingdollar, Emerging 

Issues Specialist and Vice      

President in Gen Re’s global 

Property/Casualty Emerging

Exposures unit;

Cheryl Marczak, Second Vice 

President in Genesis Insurance’s 

Northeast Region;

Amanda Davros, Information 

Technology Loss Control 

Specialist for ICAP; and

Kasi Koehler, President of

Marketing and Local 

Administration for ICAP.
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 www.icapiowa.com/contact.

https://www.icapiowa.com/contacticap/


9 AM
registration opens

10:00-10:15 AM   
introduction - why this is relevant to your entiTY
Kasi D. Koehler  |  Marketing Manger & Local Administration, ICAP

10:15 AM -11:15 aM  
new on the road: autonomous vehicles
Charlie Kingdollar  |  Property/Casualty Global Emerging Issues                   
Specialist, Gen Re

11:25 AM - 12:15 PM  
new in the air: drones and the problems they can create
Cheryl Marczak, Second VP & Public Entity Underwriter, Genesis                    
Underwriter Management Company

12:15 - 1:00 PM   
Lunch 

1:00 - 1:50 PM    
Cyber attack: the potential for actual physical           
damage to power and water treatment plants 
Charlie Kingdollar  |  Property/Casualty Global Emerging Issues                   
Specialist, Gen Re 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM   
cyber attack AND Data breach: what you can do! 
Amanda Davros  |  Information Technology Loss Control Specialist, ICAP

2:50 - 3:00 PM
Closing comments

Wednesday, July 19
10 AM - 3 PM

2017 Educational Summit
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Technology and your public entity
Length of Course: 5 Hours Continuing Education Credits: 4 Hours

https://www.icapiowa.com/education


Click to learn about Hopkins & Huebner, P.C. a full-service law 

firm with offices in Des Moines, the Quad Cities and Adel.

It sounds too good to be true, doesn’t it?  The thing is, it’s not.

With ICAP Legal Access, a free legal consultation service provided exclusively to ICAP members, every 
ICAP member can receive up to 180 minutes of free legal consultation per year.  

Previously, the service offered 90 minutes of free legal consultation per year; however, the ICAP Board of 
Directors recently passed a resolution to double the time allowance for this service, which can be used in 
any of the following areas:

• Employment Law;
• Zoning and land use; 
• Open records and open meetings laws;
• Indemnification provision review in contracts;
• Attorney-to-Attorney consultation resource.

ICAP members seeking legal consultation services in any of these areas may call 1-877-303-ICAP.

Handling attorneys will track the time utilized by each ICAP member.  If a member uses its 180 minutes and 
desires additional services from Hopkins & Huebner, P.C., such services will be at the member’s expense.

Services provided via ICAP Legal Access are subject to the Legal Consultation Policy.  
Click to view!

180 minutes of
free legal consultation

13www.icapiowa.com

http://hhlawpc.com
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/57053322f85082aac8d940ad/t/5817cbcb579fb366cec9ebbc/1477954526684/Legal_Consultation_Policy_195303D568310.pdf
https://www.icapiowa.com/icap-legal-access
http://www.icapiowa.com


“

Amanda Davros
IT Loss Control Specialist
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Register for the site to gain access to invaluable policies and procedures, as well as other training re-
sources, from the Legal and Liability Risk Management Institute.  

Eligible member representatives can apply for portal access via the ICAP website (www.icapiowa.com/
law-enforcement-portal); once eligibility has been confirmed, access to the site - and the many resourc-
es that come with it! - will be granted.  

SERVICE UPDATES

As you probably already know, ICAP works exclusively through local agents.  We value our agents, not only for the 

individuals and professionals they are, but also for being a part of the member communities they represent.

Our agents typically live and work in member communities, and are able to keep us in the loop with what’s happening.  

They’re our boots on the ground, so to speak.  And they, like us, are vested in the public entity’s success.  This means 

they are able and equipped to look out for their members, something that’s proven invaluable to agents, the Pool 

and every ICAP member.

The thing is, agents must know what to look for.  Municipal exposures are constantly changing, and it’s no longer 

about just noticing if the member has a new car or a piece of playground equipment.  Don’t get us wrong - those 

things are important.  And so, too, are noticing non-visible exposures.  That’s where our agent education courses 

come in.

Partnership with Local Agents
(here’s why it’s so important)

14 www.icapiowa.com

We wrote a blog post about 
our partnership with agents a 
couple months back.  Click to 
read it!

http://www.icapiowa.com
https://www.icapiowa.com/theblog/2017/1/30/agents
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ICAP has long hosted the Agent Seminar - a one-day educational course to 

help educate agents on exposures and claim trends specific to Iowa public 

entities.  In 2015, we added two new agent education initiatives, ICAP 101 

and the ICAP Agent Academy, to the mix.

Since the inception of the program, 35 local insurance agents have 

graduated the Academy with the ICAP Certified distinction.  A maximum of 

fifty insurance agents will be allowed to hold this designation at any given 

time and, for the 2017 class, a mere ten insurance agents have been accepted 

to achieve it.  

Please join us in welcoming the individuals below to the 2017 Agent 

Academy class!

Brad bengston
TrueNorth Companies
West Des Moines

Becky benton
State Street Insurance
Guthrie Center

Linsey eiben  
TrueNorth Companies
Cedar Rapids

Melissa Johnson 
Midwest Insurance Corp.
Nevada

Michael Johnson 
Calvert & Johnson Insurance
Fort Dodge

Jennifer luse 
TrueNorth Companies
Cedar Rapids

Jackie minor 
Ewart Insurance
Bedford

Gene Pint  
American National Insurance
Waterloo

Joe weinman 
Weinman Insurance
Indianola

Willene white 
NOEL Insurance
Ottumwa

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

CLASS OF 2017
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ICAP 101 is a one-day, 

prerequisitional course to ICAP’s 

Agent Academy, a yearly, four-part 

class series intended to help provide 

ICAP agents with the knowledge 

and materials necessary to 

successfully represent ICAP and its 

membership.

The 2017 Academy class is full, 
but agents can save a seat for 

the following year.  

Click to let us know if you are 
interested!

https://www.icapiowa.com/agent-collaboration
mailto:kasi%40icapiowa.com?subject=The%202018%20ICAP%20Agent%20Academy%21
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records reported to
have been compromised

through data breaches

932,729,111 $5.9 90%
million
average cost per breach

of those breaches were
avoidable through simple or 

intermediate controls

and that’s all been since 2005.

But what does that mean to us?  Are such risks just something we 
should shrug at and accept, or are there things we can do about it?

Of course there are things we can do!   First and foremost, we must 
educate ourselves.  We must know what a data breach is, as well as 
how it can occur, because only then can we start to protect ourselves.

Most work environments rely on technology nowadays.  We use 
email, smart phones, computers, servers and countless other sys-
tems, software and gadgets in day-to-day operations; we store things 
in the cloud; we save payment and other confidential information; 
and we often do it without giving it a second thought.

This is true on both a personal and a professional level.  And every 
time we use a technological system or device, we put ourselves at 
risk.  What risk?  Risk of:

• having information and identities stolen;
• losing the potential to conduct business; 
• compromising the rights and informations of residents, includ-

ing friends, family and coworkers.

We’re like sitting ducks, but we don’t have to be.  

There are many power plants in Iowa.  
Does your entity own or manage
one?  If so, you are especially at 
risk!  Experts have identified spear-
phishing email attacks, malware 
and viruses as ways hackers gain 
access to power plants and similar 
facilities.
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Needless to say, cyber theft and data breach are “a thing.”  They’re 
real.  They’re happening.  And they are a threat to your public entity.

Charlie Kingdollar will speak to this at our Educational 
Summit.  Check out page 10 to learn more, or click to 
save your seat!

https://www.icapiowa.com/education


“ “
definition of DATA BREACH:

The intentional or unintentional release of secure or private/confidential information 
to an untrusted environment. Other terms for this include unintentional information 
disclosure, data leak and also data spill.

There are things we can do.  In addition to knowing what a data breach is, you must also know how it 
can affect you and your entity.  The first question to ask is, “Where are we vulnerable?”

ICAP members have access to the Cause of Loss Tool, which can help you identify just that.  

The Cause of Loss Tool can be used to review, determine and understand which risks are industry        
inherent.  What exposures does the public entity sector face?  What municipal threats might your 
entity need to prepare for?  This tool can help you figure these things out.

The Cause of Loss tool is accessible to all members via the Cyber eRisk Hub.  You can link to the Hub 
via the Services page of the ICAP website (www.icapiowa.com). 

Member representatives who do not yet have a 
login to the Hub can request one by complet-
ing the web-based form online.

The Cause of Loss Tool 
breaks down threats by 
industry.  This can be of 

tremendous benefit when it 
comes to identifying cyber 

exposures and understand-
ing municipal risks!

check this out!

ICAP’s Public Entity University has an entire library           
devoted to Internet Security & Social Media.  Users 
can access the following training courses: 

• Email in the Workplace

• Information Security and Privacy Awareness

• Internet Usage and Blogging in the Workplace

• PCI Security Standards for IT and Back Office

• PCI Security Standards on the Phone & Online

• Preventing Phishing

• Records Management

• Responsible Use of Social Media

• Security Awareness with Privacy Principles

didyouknow?

Simply login to the Resource eLibrary and click on 
Public Entity University to access these resources 

and more!

www.apeepelibrary.com

With the exception of four, each state has 
a data breach notification law.  Are you               
familiar with Iowa’s law?  Has your entity 
abided by it?

Check out the State Breach Law Summary & 
Guide to learn more!  

This is yet another tool accessible to ICAP 
members via the Cyber eRisk Hub.  
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